
About Startup:  Ambassador  

Our business is building AI based Operating System in the country and target Existing 

hardware + software with our own innovative infrastructure under RISC Architecture. Our 

Operating system with work on RISC architecture that will outpace CISC architecture in part 

of personal computing space in future period of time.  

 

Website:---Development-Phase                             

 

What we’re looking for:  

A passionate, ambitious and knowledgeable Computer Science & Engineering Intern with 

creative mind-set who believes to build products from the base. The person must have a “do 

whatever it takes” attitude towards work and should be comfortable with buddy up with 

team members to solve tough problems and able to research in other platforms to complete 

the task. The work would require extensive coding, research, understanding of Operating 

system Structures and some knowledge of computer hardware. 

 

Eligibility Criteria  

 Computer Science & Engineering interns can apply with focus on Operating System 

domain. 

 Relevant experience & Understanding of FreeBSD/UNIX Operating system 

development with specialization in any of the key OS domains like kernel, file systems, 

security, networking, GUI & device drivers etc. 

 Proven Programming Skills in C and C++ language & Software development..  

 Mind-set for doing research on other platforms to solve complicated issues in 

Operating System development. 

 Knowledge of modifying the FreeBSD Kernel, working on Graphical User Interface. 

 Understanding of Computer Hardware and especially CISC & RISC PC computing 

processor Category (x86/x64 vs ARM or RISC-V) 

 May be working on GitHub, GNOME and other open source projects. 

 

Selected candidates will carry out the following responsibilities  

 Derive the Operating system kernel from Free BSD/ Unix under aarch64/ARM64 

 Research, create and modify the Free BSD/Unix Operating system kernel that can 

work on ARM processor and successfully boot the kernel in the PC or laptop without 

any coding error. 



 Able to do online research, solve coding issues and able to buddy up with other team 

members on areas of OS domains like kernel, file systems, security, networking, & 

device drivers. 

 Able to apply his own novel concepts & intellectual to solve complex code instructions.  

 Create a Graphical User Interface with using Open Source projects that can be made 

proprietary in future & modify, code the GUI to certain extend that meets our 

projections. 

 Able to run & add different set of application software’s in the operating system as per 

demand. 

 

Duration - 3 Months 

Commitment- Full Time preferred, but part timers can also apply.  

Stipend – 15,000 per month (10,000 fixed + 5,000 performance based) + 10 % increment each 

month on base stipend. 

Additional Perks & benefits - 

i. Extension for further internships with higher incentives as per commitment and 

individual’s passion. 

ii. Certificate of work from our Tech Startup 

iii. Flexible working hours 

iv. Industry Exposure 

 

Contact-Details: (Interested candidates can mail their Resume/CV to below mail ID, and 

please mention “Application for Operating System Developer” as subject) 

Name – SAHIL KATOCH 

Email ID – tajender.jsingh@gmail.com 

 

mailto:tajender.jsingh@gmail.com

